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INTRODUCTION
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) are engineered systems that are built from, and depend upon,the seamless integration of computation, and physical components. While automatic con-trol systems like the steam governor have existed for several centuries, it is only in the pastdecades that the automation of physical infrastructures like the power grid, water systems,or chemical reactions have migrated from analogue controls to embedded computer-basedcontrol, often communicating through computer-based networks. In addition, new advancesin medical implantable devices, or autonomous self-driving vehicles are increasing the roleof computers in controlling even more physical systems.
While computers give us new opportunities and functionalities for interacting with the phys-ical world, they can also enable new forms of attacks. The purpose of this Knowledge Areais to provide an overview of the emerging field of CPS security.
In contrast with other Knowledge Areas within CyBOK that can trace the roots of their fieldback to several decades, the work on CPS security is relatively new, and our community hasnot developed yet the same consensus on best security practices compared to cyber securityfields described in other KAs. Therefore, in this document, we focus on providing an overviewof research trends and unique characteristics in this field.
CPSs are diverse and can include a variety of technologies, for example, industrial controlsystems can be characterised by a hierarchy of technology layers (the Purdue model [1]).However, the security problems in the higher layers of this taxonomy are more related toclassical security problems covered in other KAs. Therefore, the scope of this documentfocuses on the aspects of CPSs more closely related to the sensing, control, and actuationof these systems (e.g., the lower layers of the Purdue model).
The rest of the Knowledge Area is organised as follows. In Section 1 we provide an introduc-tion to CPSs and their unique characteristics. In Section 2, we discuss crosscutting securityissues in CPSs generally applicable to several domains (e.g., the power grid or vehicle sys-tems); in particular we discuss efforts for preventing, detecting, and responding to attacks.In Section 3, we summarise the specific security challenges in a variety of CPS domains, in-cluding the power grid, transportation systems, autonomous vehicles, robotics, and medicalimplantable devices. Finally, in Section 4, we examine the unique challenges CPS securityposes to regulators and governments. In particular, we outline the role of governments inincentivising security protections for CPSs, and how CPS security relates to national securityand the conduct of war.
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CONTENT

1 CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS AND THEIR SECURITY
RISKS

[2, 3, 4]
The term Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) emerged just over a decade ago as an attempt tounify the common research problems related to the application of embedded computer andcommunication technologies for the automation of physical systems, including aerospace,automotive, chemical production, civil infrastructure, energy, healthcare, manufacturing, newmaterials, and transportation. CPSs are usually composed of a set of networked agents inter-acting with the physical world; these agents include sensors, actuators, control processingunits, and communication devices, as illustrated in Figure 1.
The term CPSs was coined in 2006 by Helen Gill from the National Science Foundation (NSF)in the United States [2]. In their program announcement, NSF outlined their goal for consid-ering various industries (such as water, transportation, and energy) under a unified lens: byabstracting from the particulars of specific applications in these domains, the goal of theCPS program is to reveal crosscutting fundamental scientific and engineering principles thatunderpin the integration of cyber and physical elements across all application sectors.
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Figure 1: General architecture of cyber-physical systems [5].
Soon after the CPS term was coined, several research communities rallied to outline andunderstand how CPSs cyber security research is fundamentally different when compared toconventional IT cyber security. Because of the crosscutting nature of CPSs, the backgroundof early security position papers from 2006 to 2009 using the term CPSs, ranged from real-time systems [6, 7], to embedded systems [8, 9], control theory [5], and cybersecurity [10, 11,4, 12, 9].
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While cyber security research had been previously considered in other physical domains—mostnotably in the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System (SCADA) systems of thepower grid [13]—these previous efforts focused on applying well-known IT cyber security bestpractices to control systems. What differentiates the early CPS security position papers wastheir crosscutting nature focusing on a multi-disciplinary perspective for CPS security (goingbeyond classical IT security). For example, while classical intrusion detection systems mon-itor purely cyber-events (network packets, operating system information, etc.), early CPSspapers bringing control theory elements [4] suggested that intrusion detection systems forCPSs could also monitor the physical evolution of the system and then check it against amodel of the expected dynamics as a way to improve attack detection.
CPS is related to other popular terms including the Internet of Things (IoT), Industry 4.0, orthe Industrial Internet of Things, but as pointed out by Edward Lee, the term “CPS” is more
foundational and durable than all of these, because it does not directly reference either im-
plementation approaches (e.g., “Internet” in IoT) nor particular applications (e.g., “Industry” in
Industry 4.0). It focuses instead on the fundamental intellectual problem of conjoining the
engineering traditions of the cyber and physical worlds [2].
The rest of this section is organised as follows: in Section 1.1, we introduce general prop-erties of CPS, then in Section 1.2, we discuss how physical systems have been traditionallyprotected from accidents and failures, and how these protections are not enough to protectthe system against cyber-attacks. We finalise this section by discussing the security and pri-vacy risks in CPSs along with summarising some of the most important real-world attackson control systems in Section 1.3.
1.1 Characteristics of CPS

CPSs embody several aspects of embedded systems, real-time systems, (wired and wireless)networking, and control theory.
Embedded Systems: One of the most general characteristics of CPSs is that, because sev-eral of the computers interfacing directly with the physical world (sensors, controllers, or ac-tuators) perform only a few specific actions, they do not need the general computing powerof classical computers—or even mobile systems—and therefore they tend to have limited re-sources. Some of these embedded systems do not even run operating systems, but ratherrun only on firmware, which is a specific class of software that provides low-level controlof the device hardware; devices without an operating systems are also known as bare metalsystems. Even when embedded systems have an operating system, they often run a stripped-down version to concentrate on the minimal tools necessary for the platform.
Real-Time Systems: For safety-critical systems, the time in which computations are per-formed is important in order to ensure the correctness of the system [14]. Real-time pro-gramming languages can help developers specify timing requirements for their systems, andReal-Time Operating System (RTOS) guarantee the time to accept and complete a task froman application [15].
Network Protocols: Another characteristic of CPSs is that these embedded systems com-municate with each other, increasingly over IP-compatible networks. While many critical in-frastructures such as power systems have used serial communications to monitor remoteoperations in their SCADA systems, it is only in the past two decades that the informationexchange between different parts of the system has migrated from serial communicationsto IP-compatible networks. For example, the serial communications protocol Modbus was re-
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leased by Modicon in 1979, and subsequent serial protocols with more capabilities includedIEC 60870-5-101 and DNP3 in the 1990s. All these serial protocols were later adapted to sup-port IP networks in the late 1990s and early 2000s with standards such as Modbus/TCP, andIEC 60870-5-104 [16, 17].
Wireless: While most of the long-distance communications are done over wired networks,wireless networks are also a common characteristic of CPSs. Wireless communications forembedded systems attracted significant attention from the research community in the early2000s in the form of sensor networks. The challenge here is to build networks on top oflow-powered and lossy wireless links, where traditional concepts for routing like the “hopdistance” to a destination are no longer applicable, and other link quality metrics are morereliable, e.g., the expected number of times a packet has to be sent before a one-hop trans-mission is successful. While most of the research on wireless sensor networks was donein abstract scenarios, one of the first real-world successful applications of these technolo-gies was in large process control systems with the advent of WirelessHART, ISA100, and Zig-Bee [18, 19]. These three communications technologies were developed on top of the IEEE802.15.4 standard, whose original version defined frames sizes so small, that they could notcarry the header of IPv6 packets. Since Internet-connected embedded systems are expectedto grow to billions of devices in the next years, vendors and standard organisations see theneed to create embedded devices compatible with IPv6. To be able to send IPv6 packets inwireless standards, several efforts tried to tailor IPv6 to embedded networks. Most notablythe Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) launched the 6LoWPAN effort, originally to definea standard to send IPv6 packets on top of IEEE 802.15.4 networks, and later to serve as anadaptation layer for other embedded technologies. Other popular IETF efforts include theRPL routing protocol for IPv6 sensor networks, and CoAP for application-layer embeddedcommunications [20]. In the consumer IoT space some popular embedded wireless proto-cols include Bluetooth, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), ZigBee, and Z-Wave [21, 22].
Control: Finally, most CPSs observe and attempt to control variables in the physical world.Feedback control systems have existed for over two centuries, including technologies likethe steam governor, which was introduced in 1788. Most of the literature in control theory at-tempts to model a physical process with differential equations and then design a controllerthat satisfies a set of desired properties such as stability and efficiency. Control systemswere initially designed with analogue sensing and analogue control, meaning that the con-trol logic was implemented in an electrical circuit, including a panel of relays, which usuallyencoded ladder logic controls. Analogue systems also allowed the seamless integration ofcontrol signals into a continuous-time physical process. The introduction of digital electron-ics and the microprocessor, led to work on discrete-time control [23], as microprocessorsand computers cannot control a system in continuous time because sensing and actuationsignals have to be sampled at discrete-time intervals. More recently, the use of computernetworks allowed digital controllers to be further away from the sensors and actuators (e.g.,pumps, valves, etc.), and this originated the field of networked-controlled systems [24]. An-other recent attempt to combine the traditional models of physical systems (like differentialequations) and computational models (like finite-state machines) is encapsulated in the fieldof hybrid systems [25]. Hybrid systems played a fundamental role in the motivation towardscreating a CPS research program, as they were an example of how combining models ofcomputation and models of physical systems can generate new theories that enable us toreason about the properties of cyber- and physical-controlled systems.
Having discussed these general characteristics of CPSs, one caveat is that CPSs are diverse,and they include modern vehicles, medical devices, and industrial systems, all with different
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standards, requirements, communication technologies, and time constraints. Therefore, thegeneral characteristics we associate with CPSs might not hold true in all systems or imple-mentations.
Before we discuss cyber security problems, we describe how physical systems operating un-der automatic control systems have been protected from accidents and natural failures, andhow these protections against non-malicious adversaries are not enough against strategicattackers (i.e., attackers that know that these protections are in place and try to either bypassthem or abuse them).
1.2 Protections Against Natural Events and Accidents

Failures in the control equipment of physical infrastructures can cause irreparable harm topeople, the environment, and other physical infrastructures. Therefore, engineers have devel-oped a variety of protections against accidents and natural causes, including safety systems,
protection, fault-detection, and robustness.
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Figure 2: Layers of protection for safety-critical ICS.
Safety: The basic principle recommended by the general safety standard for control systems(IEC 61508) is to obtain requirements from a hazard and risk analysis including the likelihoodof a given failure, and the consequence of the failure, and then design the system so that thesafety requirements are met when all causes of failure are taken into account. This genericstandard has served as the basis for many other standards in specific industries, for exam-ple, the process industry (refineries, chemical systems, etc.) use the IEC 61511 standard todesign a Safety Instrumented System (SIS). The goal of a SIS is to prevent an accident by,e.g., closing a fuel valve whenever a high-pressure sensor raises an alarm. A more generaldefense-in-depth safety analysis uses Layers of Protection [26], where hazards are mitigatedby a set of layers starting from (1) basic low priority alarms sent to a monitoring station,to (2) the activation of SIS systems, to (3) mitigation safeguards such as physical protec-tion systems (e.g., dikes) and (4) organisational response protocols for a plant emergencyresponse/evacuation. Figure 2 illustrates these safety layers of protection.
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Protection: A related concept to safety is that of protection in electric power grids. Theseprotection systems include,
• Protection of Generators: when the frequency of the system is too low or too high, thegenerator will be automatically disconnected from the power grid to prevent permanentdamage to the generator.
• Under Frequency Load Shedding (UFLS): if the frequency of the power grid is too low,controlled load shedding will be activated. This disconnection of portions of the electricdistribution system is done in a controlled manner, while avoiding outages in safety-critical loads like hospitals. UFLS is activated in an effort to increase the frequency ofthe power grid, and prevent generators from being disconnected.
• Overcurrent Protection: if the current in a line is too high, a protection relay will betriggered, opening the line, and preventing damage to equipment on each side of thelines.
• Over/Under Voltage Protection: if the voltage of a bus is too low or too high, a voltagerelay will be triggered.

Reliability: While safety and protection systems try to prevent accidents, other approachestry to maintain operations even after failures in the system have occurred. For example, theelectric system is designed and operated to satisfy the so-called N-1 security criterion, whichmeans that the system could lose any one of its N components (such as one generator, sub-station, or transmission line) and continue operating with the resulting transients dying outto result in a satisfactory new steady-state operating condition, meaning that the reliabledelivery of electric power will continue.
Fault Tolerance: A similar, but data-driven approach to detect and prevent failures falls underthe umbrella of Fault Detection, Isolation, and Reconfiguration (FDIR) [27]. Anomalies aredetected using either a model-based detection system, or a purely data-driven system; thispart of the process is also known asBadDataDetection. Isolation is the process of identifyingwhich device is the source of the anomaly, and reconfiguration is the process of recoveringfrom the fault, usually by removing the faulty sensor (if there is enough sensor redundancyin the system).
Robust Control: Finally, another related concept is robust control [28]. Robust control dealswith the problem of uncertainty in the operation of a control system. These sources of un-known operating conditions can come from the environment (e.g., gusts of wind in the op-eration of planes), sensor noise, dynamics of the system not modelled by the engineers, ordegradation of system components with time. Robust control systems usually take the en-velope of least favourable operating conditions, and then design control algorithms so thatthe system operates safely, even in the worst-case uncertainty.
These mechanisms are not sufficient to provide security: Before CPS security was a main-stream field, there was a lot of confusion on whether safety, protection, fault-tolerance, androbust controls were enough to protect CPSs from cyber-attacks. However, as argued overa decade ago [5], these protection systems generally assume independent, non-maliciousfailures, and in security, incorrect model assumptions are the easiest way for the adversaryto bypass any protection. Since then, there have been several examples that show why thesemechanisms do not provide security. For example Liu et al. [29] showed how fault-detection(bad data detection) algorithms in the power grid can be bypassed by an adversary that sendsincorrect data that is consistent with plausible power grid configurations, but at the same
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time is erroneous enough from the real values to cause problems to the system. A simi-lar example for dynamic systems (systems with a “time” component) considers stealthy at-
tacks [30]. These are attacks that inject small false data in sensors so that the fault-detectionsystem does not identify them as anomalies but, over a long-period of time, these attackscan drive the system to dangerous operating conditions. Similarly, the N-1 security criterionin the electric power grid assumes that if there is a failure, all protection equipment will re-act as configured, but an attacker can change the configuration of protection equipment inthe power grid. In such a case, the outcome of an N-1 failure in the power grid will be com-pletely unexpected, as equipment will react in ways that were unanticipated by the operatorsof the power grid, leading to potential cascading failures in the bulk power system. Finally,in Section 1.3.1, we will describe how real-world attacks are starting to target some of theseprotections against accidents; for example, the Triton malware specifically targeted safetysystems in a process control system.
Safety vs. Security: The addition of new security defences may pose safety concerns, forexample, a power plant was shutdown because a computer rebooted after a patch [31]. Soft-ware updates and patching might violate safety certifications, and preventing unauthorisedusers from accessing a CPS might also prevent first responders from access to the system inthe case of an emergency (e.g., paramedics might need access to a medical device that pre-vents unauthorised connections). Security solutions should take these CPS safety concernsinto account when designing and deploying new security mechanisms.
1.3 Security and Privacy Concerns

CPSs are at the core of health-care devices, energy systems, weapons systems, and trans-portation management. Industrial Control Systems systems, in particular, perform vital func-tions in critical national infrastructures, such as electric power distribution, oil and naturalgas distribution, water and waste-water treatment, and intelligent transportation systems.The disruption of these CPSs could have a significant impact on public health, safety andlead to large economic losses.
For example, attacks on the power grid can cause blackouts, leading to interdependent cas-cading effects in other vital critical infrastructures such as computer networks, medical sys-tems, or water systems creating potential catastrophic economic and safety effects in oursociety [32]. Attacks on ground vehicles can create highway accidents [33], attacks on GPSsystems can mislead navigation systems and make drivers reach a destination desired bythe attacker [34], and attacks on consumer drones can let attackers steal, cause accidentsor surreptitiously turn on cameras and microphones to monitor victims [35].
1.3.1 Attacks Against CPSs

In general, a CPS has a physical process under its control, a set of sensors that report thestate of the process to a controller, which in turn sends control signals to actuators (e.g., avalve) to maintain the system in a desired state. The controller often communicates with asupervisory and/or configuration device (e.g., a SCADA system in the power grid, or a medicaldevice programmer) which can monitor the system or change the settings of the controller.This general architecture is illustrated in Figure 3.
Attacks on CPSs can happen at any point in the general architecture, as illustrated in Figure 4,which considers eight attack points.
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1. Attack 1 represents an attacker who has compromised a sensor (e.g., if the sensor datais unauthenticated or if the attacker has the key material for the sensors) and injectsfalse sensor signals, causing the control logic of the system to act on malicious data.An example of this type of attack is considered by Huang et al. [36].
2. Attack 2 represents an attacker in the communication path between the sensor andthe controller, who can delay or even completely block the information from the sen-sors to the controller, so the controller loses observability of the system (loss of view),thus causing it to operate with stale data. Examples of these attacks include denial-of-service attacks on sensors [37] and stale data attacks [38].
3. Attack 3 represents an attacker who has compromised the controller and sends incor-rect control signals to the actuators. An example of this attack is the threat modelconsidered by McLaughlin [39].
4. Attack 4 represents an attacker who can delay or block any control command, thuscausing a denial of control to the system. This attack has been considered as a denial-of-service to the actuators [37].
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5. Attack 5 represents an attacker who can compromise the actuators and execute a con-trol action that is different to what the controller intended. Notice that this attack isdifferent to an attack that directly attacks the controller, as this can lead to zero dynam-
ics attacks. These types of attacks are considered by Teixeira et al. [40].

6. Attack 6 represents an attacker who can physically attack the system (e.g., physicallydestroying part of the infrastructure and combining this with a cyber-attack). This typeof joint cyber and physical attack has been considered by Amin et al. [41].
7. Attack 7 represents an attacker who can delay or block communications to and from thesupervisory control system or configuration devices. This attack has been consideredin the context of SCADA systems [42].
8. Attack 8 represents an attacker who can compromise or impersonate the SCADA sys-tem or the configuration devices, and send malicious control or configuration changesto the controller. These types of attacks have been illustrated by the attacks on thepower grid in Ukraine where the attackers compromised computers in the control roomof the SCADA system [43] and attacks where the configuration device of medical de-vices has been compromised [44].

While traditionally most of the considered attacks on CPSs have been software-based, an-other property of CPSs is that the integrity of these systems can be compromised even with-out a computer-based exploit in what has been referred to as transduction attacks [45] (theseattacks represent a physical way to inject false signals, as covered by Attack 1 in Figure 4).By targeting the way sensors capture real-world data, the attacker can inject a false sensorreading or even a false actuation action, by manipulating the physical environment aroundthe sensor [45, 46]. For example attackers can use speakers to affect the gyroscope of adrone [47], exploit unintentional receiving antennas in the wires connecting sensors to con-trollers [48], use intentional electromagnetic interference to cause a servo (an actuator) tofollow the attacker’s commands [48], or inject inaudible voice commands to digital assis-tants [49].
In addition to security and safety-related problems, CPSs can also have profound privacy im-plications unanticipated by designers of new systems. Warren and Brandeis stated in theirseminal 1890 essay The right to privacy [50] that they saw a growing threat from recent inven-tions, like “instantaneous photographs” that allowed people to be unknowingly photographed,and new media industries, such as newspapers, that would publish photographs without theirsubjects’ consent. The rise of CPS technologies in general, and consumer IoT in particular,are similarly challenging cultural assumptions about privacy.
CPS devices can collect physical data of diverse human activities such as electricity con-sumption, location information, driving habits, and biosensor data at unprecedented levelsof granularity. In addition, the passive manner of collection leaves people generally unawareof how much information about them is being gathered. Furthermore, people are largely un-aware that such collection exposes them to possible surveillance or criminal targeting, as thedata collected by corporations can be obtained by other actors through a variety of legal orillegal means. For example, automobile manufacturers are remotely collecting a wide varietyof driving history data from cars in an effort to increase the reliability of their products. Dataknown to be collected by some manufacturers include speed, odometer information, cabintemperature, outside temperature, battery status, and range. This paints a very detailed mapof driving habits that can be exploited by manufacturers, retailers, advertisers, auto insurers,law enforcement, and stalkers, to name just a few.
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Having presented the general risks and potential attacks to CPSs we finalise our first sec-tion by describing some of the most important real-world attacks against CPSs launched bymalicious attackers.
1.3.2 High-Profile, Real-World Attacks Against CPSs

Control systems have been at the core of critical infrastructures, manufacturing and indus-trial plants for decades, and yet, there have been few confirmed cases of cyber-attacks (herewe focus on attacks from malicious adversaries as opposed to attacks created by researchersfor illustration purposes).
Non-targeted attacks are incidents caused by the same attacks that classical IT comput-ers may suffer, such as the Slammer worm, which was indiscriminately targeting Windowsservers but that inadvertently infected the Davis-Besse nuclear power plant [51] affecting theability of engineers to monitor the state of the system. Another non-targeted attack examplewas a controller being used to send spam in a water filtering plant [52].
Targeted attacks are those where adversaries know that they are targeting a CPS, and there-fore, tailor their attack strategy with the aim of leveraging a specific CPS property. We lookin particular at attacks that had an effect in the physical world, and do not focus on attacksused to do reconnaissance of CPSs (such as Havex or BlackEnergy [53]).
The first publicly reported attack on an SCADA system was the 2000 attack on MaroochyShire Council’s sewage control system1 in Queensland, Australia [55], where a contractorwho wanted to be hired for a permanent position maintaining the system used commerciallyavailable radios and stolen SCADA software to make his laptop appear as a pumping sta-tion. During a 3-month period the attacker caused more than 750,000 gallons of untreatedsewage water to be released into parks, rivers, and hotel grounds causing loss of marine life,and jeopardising public health. The incident cost the city council $176,000 in repairs, moni-toring, clean-ups and extra security, and the contractor company spent $500,000 due to theincident [56].
In the two decades since the Maroochy Shire attack there have been other confirmed attackson CPSs [57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65]. However, no other attack has demonstrated thenew sophisticated threats that CPSs face like the Stuxnet worm (discovered in 2010) target-ing the Nuclear enrichment program in Natanz, Iran [66]. Stuxnet intercepted requests to read,write, and locate blocks on a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC). By intercepting these re-quests, Stuxnet was able to modify the data sent to, and returned from, the PLC, withoutthe knowledge of the PLC operator. The more popular attack variant of Stuxnet consisted insending incorrect rotation speeds to motors powering centrifuges enriching Uranium, caus-ing the centrifuges to break down so that they needed to be replaced. As a result, centrifugeequipment had to be replaced regularly, slowing down the amount of enriched Uranium theNatanz plant was able to produce.
Two other high-profile confirmed attacks on CPSs were the December 2015 and 2016 attacksagainst the Ukrainian power grid [67, 68]. These attacks caused power outages and clearlyillustrate the evolution of attack vectors. While the attacks in 2015 leveraged a remote accessprogram that attackers had on computers in the SCADA systems of the distribution powercompanies, and as such a human was involved trying to send malicious commands, theattacks in 2016 were more automated thanks to the Industroyer malware [69] which had

1There are prior reported attacks on control systems [54] but there is no public information corroboratingthese incidents and the veracity of some earlier attacks has been questioned.
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knowledge of the industrial control protocols these machines use to communicate and couldautomatically craft malicious packets.
The most recent example in the arms race of malware creation targeting control systemsis the Triton malware [70] (discovered in 2017 in the Middle-East) which targeted safety sys-tems in industrial control systems. It was responsible for at least one process shutting down.Stuxnet, Industroyer, and Triton demonstrate a clear arms race in CPS attacks believed to bestate sponsored. These attacks will have a profound impact on the way cyber-conflicts evolvein the future and will play an essential part in how wars may be waged, as we discuss in thelast section of this chapter.
2 CROSSCUTTING SECURITY

[71, 72, 73]
The first step for securing CPS is to identify the risks that these systems may have, andthen prioritise how to address these risks with a defence-in-depth approach. Risk assess-ment consists of identifying assets in a CPS [74], understanding their security exposure, andimplementing countermeasures to reduce the risks to acceptable levels [13, 75, 76, 77, 78].Penetration testing is perhaps the most common way to understand the level of risk of thesystem and can be used to design a vulnerability management and patching strategy. Thesupply chain is also another risk factor, discussed further in the Risk Management & Gover-nance CyBOK Knowledge Area [79].
One new area in CPSs is to identify the actuators or sensors that give the attacker maximumcontrolability of the CPS if they are compromised [80, 30, 81, 82, 83] and then prioritise theprotection of these devices.
Once the risks have been identified, a general defence-in-depth approach includes preven-tion, detection, and mitigation mechanisms. In this section we look at crosscutting securityefforts to prevent, detect, and mitigate attacks, and the next section will look at specific CPSdomains such as the power grid and intelligent transportation systems. This section is di-vided in three parts (1) preventing attacks (Section 2.1), (2) detecting attacks (Section 2.2),and (3) mitigating attacks (Section 2.3).
2.1 Preventing Attacks

The classical way to protect the first computer-based control systems was to have themisolated from the Internet, and from the corporate networks of the asset owners. As businesspractices changed, and efficiency reasons created more interconnections of control systemswith other information technology networks, the concept of sub-network zone isolation wasadopted by several CPS industries, most notably in the nuclear energy sector. This networkisolation is usually implemented with the help of firewalls and data diodes [84].
On the other hand, there are several ways to break the air gap, including insider attacks, oradding new connectivity to the network via mobile devices. Therefore, to prevent attacks inmodern CPSs, designers and developers have to follow the same best security practices asclassical IT systems; i.e., they need to follow a secure development life cycle to minimisesoftware vulnerabilities, implement access control mechanisms, and provide strong crypto-graphic protections along with a secure key management system [85].
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While the best security practices of classical IT systems can give the necessary mecha-nisms for the security of control systems, these mechanisms alone are not sufficient forthe defence-in-depth of CPSs. In this section we will discuss how, by understanding the in-teractions of the CPS system with the physical world, we should be able to
1. better understand the consequences of an attack.
2. design novel attack-detection algorithms.
3. design new attack-resilient algorithms and architectures.

In the rest of this subsection we will focus on illustrating the challenges for implementingclassical IT security best practices in CPSs, including the fact that several CPSs are com-posed of legacy systems, are operated by embedded devices with limited resources, andface new vulnerabilities such as analogue attacks.
Securing Legacy Systems: The life cycle of CPS devices can be an order of magnitude largerthan regular computing servers, desktops, or mobile systems. Consumers expect that theircars last longer than their laptops, hospitals expect medical equipment to last over a decade,the assets of most industrial control systems last for at least 25 years [86], and most of thesedevices will not be replaced until they are fully depreciated. Some of these devices were de-signed and deployed assuming a trusted environment that no longer exists. In addition, evenif these devices were deployed with security mechanisms at the time, new vulnerabilities willeventually emerge and if the devices are no longer supported by the manufacturer, then theywill not be patched. For example, after the Heartbleed vulnerability was discovered, majormanufacturers pushed updates to mitigate this problem; however most embedded devicesmonitoring or controlling the physical world will not be patched (patching some safety-criticalsystems might even violate their safety certification). So even if a vendor used OpenSSL tocreate a secure communication channel between CPS devices originally, they also need toconsider supporting the device over a long-time frame.
Therefore, to prevent attacks in CPSs we have to deal with (1) designing systems where se-curity can be continuously updated, and (2) retrofitting security solutions for existing legacysystems [87].
Some devices cannot be updated with these new secure standards, and therefore a popularway to add security to legacy networks is to add a bump-in-the-wire [88]. Typically a bump-in-the-wire is a network appliance that is used to add integrity, authentication, and confiden-tiality to network packets exchanged between legacy devices. The legacy device thus sendsunencrypted and unauthenticated packets and the network appliance will tunnel them overa secure channel to another bump-in-the-wire system at the other end of the communicationchannel that then removes the security protections and gives the insecure packet to the finaldestination. Note that a bump-in-the-wire can only protect the system from untrusted partieson a network, but if the end-point is compromised, a bump-in-the-wire won’t be effective.
A similar concept has been proposed for wireless devices like implantable medical devices.Because some of these wireless devices communicate over insecure channels, attackers canlisten or inject malicious packets. To prevent this, a wireless shield [89] can be used near thevulnerable devices. The wireless shield will jam any communication attempt to the vulnerabledevices except the ones from devices authorised by the owner of the shield. Wireless shieldshave also been proposed for other areas, such as protecting the privacy of consumers usingBLE devices [90]. Because of their disruptive nature, it is not clear if wireless shields will findpractical applications in consumer applications.
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Lightweight Security: While several embedded devices support classical cryptography, forsome devices the performance of cryptographic algorithms in terms of energy consumption,or latency, may not be acceptable [91]. For symmetric cryptography, NIST has plans for thestandardisation of a portfolio of lightweight cryptographic algorithms [92] and the currentCAESAR competition for an authenticated-encryption standard is evaluating the performanceof their submissions in resource-constrained devices [93]. For public-key algorithms, EllipticCurve Cryptography generally offers the best balance of performance and security guaran-tees, but other lightweight public-key algorithms might be more appropriate depending onthe requirements of the system [94]. When it comes to exploit mitigation, the solutions areless clear. Most deeply embedded devices do not have support for data execution prevention,address space layout randomisation, stack canaries, virtual memory support, or cryptograph-ically secure random number generators. In addition system-on-chip devices have no way toexpand their memory, and real-time requirements might pose limitations on the use of vir-tual memory. However, there are some efforts to give embedded OS better exploit mitigationtools [95].
Secure Microkernels: Another OS security approach is to try to formally prove the securityof the kernel. The design of secure operating systems with formal proofs of security is aneffort dating back to the Orange Book [96]. Because the increasing complexity of code inmonolithic kernels makes it hard to prove that operating systems are free of vulnerabilities,microkernel architectures that provide a minimal core of the functionality of an operatingsystem have been on the rise. One example of such a system is the seL4 microkernel, which isnotable because several security properties have been machine-checked with formal proofsof security [97]. DARPA’s HACMS program [98] used this microkernel to build a quadcopterwith strong safety and security guarantees [98].
Preventing TransductionAttacks: As introduced in the previous section, transduction attacksrepresent one of the novel ways in which CPS security is different from classical IT security.Sensors are transducers that translate a physical signal into an electrical one, but these sen-sors sometimes have a coupling between the property they want to measure, and anotheranalogue signal that can be manipulated by the attacker. For example, sound waves canaffect accelerometers in wearable devices and make them report incorrect movement val-ues [99], and radio waves can trick pacemakers into disabling pacing shocks [100]. Securitycountermeasures to prevent these attacks include the addition of better filters in sensors,improved shielding from external signals, anomaly detection, and sensor fusion [46]. Somespecific proposals include: drilling holes differently in a circuit board to shift the resonantfrequency out of the range of the sensor, adding physical trenches around boards containingspeakers to reduce mechanical coupling, using microfiber cloths for acoustic isolation, im-plementing low-pass filters that cut-off coupled signals, and secure amplifiers that preventsignal clipping [99, 45].
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2.2 Detecting Attacks
Detecting attacks can be done by observing the internal state of a CPS device, by monitor-ing the interaction among devices to spot anomalous activities, or even using out-of-bandchannels.
In the first category, Remote Attestation is a field that has received significant attention fordetecting malware in embedded systems because they usually do not have strong malwareprotections themselves [101, 102, 103, 104]. Remote attestation relies on the verification ofthe current internal state (e.g., RAM) of an untrusted device by a trusted verifier. There arethree variants of remote attestation: software-based attestation, hardware-assisted attesta-tion, and hybrid attestation. Software-based attestation does not rely on any special securityhardware in the device, but it has weak security guarantees and usually requires wirelessrange between the verifier and the device being checked. In contrast, hardware-based attes-tation (e.g., attestation with the support from a TPM, TrustZone or SGX) provides strongersecurity, but requires dedicated secure hardware in CPSs devices, which in turn increasestheir cost, which might not be affordable in some low-end embedded systems. Hybrid ap-proaches attempt to find a middle ground by reducing the secure hardware requirementswhile overcoming the security limitations of pure software-based approaches [105, 106]. Theminimal secure hardware requirements include a secure place to store the secret key, andsafe code that has exclusive access to that key. A challenge for hybrid attestation is thefact that it needs to be non-interruptible and atomic (it has to run from the beginning to theend), and the (so far) relatively long (5-7 seconds [105, 106]) secure measurement of em-bedded memory might not be applicable for safety-critical real-time applications. In additionto academic work, industry is also developing standards to enhance the security of embed-ded systems with minimal silicon requirements. For example, the Trusted Computing Group(TCG) Device Identifier Composition Engine (DICE) is working on combining simple hardwarecapabilities to establish strong identity, attest software, and security policy, and assist in de-ploying software updates. We finalise our description of attestation by pointing out that mostof the practical proposals for attestation work for initialisation, but building practical run-timeattestation solutions remains a difficult challenge.
Network Intrusion Detection: The second category of solutions for detecting attacks relieson monitoring the interactions of CPS devices. In contrast with classical IT systems, wheresimple Finite-State models of network communications will fail, CPSs exhibit comparativelysimpler network behaviour: servers change less frequently, there is a more stable networktopology, a smaller user population, regular communication patterns, and networks host asmaller number of protocols. Therefore, intrusion detection systems, anomaly detection al-gorithms, and white listing access controls are easier to design and deploy than in classicalIT systems [107]. If the CPS designer can give a specification of the intended behaviour of thenetwork, then any non-specified traffic can be flagged as an anomaly [108]. Because most ofthe communications in CPS networks are between machines (with no human intervention),they happen automatically and periodically, and given their regularity, these communicationpatterns may be captured by finite state models like Deterministic Finite Automata [109, 110]or via Discrete-Time Markov Chains [111, 112]. While network specification is in general easierin CPS environments when compared to IT, it is still notoriously difficult to maintain.
Physics-Based Attack Detection: The major distinction of control systems with respect toother IT systems is the interaction of the control system with the physical world. In contrastto work in CPS intrusion detection that focuses on monitoring “cyber” patterns, another lineof work studies how monitoring sensor (and actuation) values from physical observations,
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and control signals sent to actuators, can be used to detect attacks; this approach is usuallycalled physics-based attack detection [72]. The models of the physical variables in the system(their correlations in time and space) can be purely data-driven [113], or based on physicalmodels of the system [30]. There are two main classes of physical anomalies: historical
anomalies and physical-law anomalies.
Historical Anomalies: identify physical configuration we have not seen before. A typicalexample is to place limits on the observed behaviour of a variable [114]. For example if duringthe learning phase, a water level in a tank is always between 1m and 2m, then if the waterlevel ever goes above or below these values we can raise an alert. Machine learning modelsof the historical behaviour of the variables can also capture historical correlations of thesevariables. For example, they can capture the fact that when the tank of a water-level is high,the water level of a second tank in the process is always low [115]. One problem with historicalanomalies is that they might generate a large number of false alarms.
Physical-Law Anomalies: A complementary approach to historical observations that mayhave fewer false alarms, is to create models of the physical evolution of the system. Forexample we have a sensor that monitors the height of a bouncing ball, then we know thatthis height follows the differential equations from Newton’s laws of mechanics. Thus, if asensor reports a trajectory that is not plausible given the laws of physics, we can immediatelyidentify that something is not right with the sensor (a fault or an attack). Similarly, the physicalproperties of water systems (fluid dynamics) or the power grid (electromagnetic laws) can beused to create time series models that we can then use to confirm that the control commandssent to the field were executed correctly and that the information coming from sensors isconsistent with the expected behaviour of the system. For example, if we open an intakevalve we should expect that the water level in the tank should rise, otherwise we may havea problem with the control, actuator, or the sensor. Models of the physical evolution of thesystem have been shown to be better at limiting the short-term impact of stealthy attacks (i.e.,attacks where the attacker creates a malicious signal that is within the margin of error of ourphysical models) [116]. However, if the attack persists for a long time and drives the systemto an unsafe region by carefully selecting a physically plausible trajectory, then historicalmodels can help in detecting this previously unseen state [117].
In addition to the physics of the system being controlled, devices (such as actuators) havedynamics as well, and these physical properties can also be used to monitor the proper be-haviour of devices [118].
Out-of-band Detection: Another way to passively monitor the physical system is throughout-of-band channels [119]. For example, Radio Frequency-based Distributed Intrusion Detec-tion [120] monitors radio frequency emissions from a power grid substation in order to checkif there are malicious circuit breaker switching, transformer tap changes, or any activation ofprotecting relays without the direct request sent from the SCADA server. The basic idea is tocorrelate control commands sent by the SCADA server, with the radio frequency emissionsobserved in the substation. A potential drawback with this approach is that attackers canlaunch RF attacks mimicking the activation of a variety of electric systems, which can leadto security analysts losing confidence in the veracity of the alerts.
Active Detection: In addition to passively monitoring a CPS, an intrusion detection systemcan actively query devices to detect anomalies in how devices respond to these requests [121].In addition to a network query, the intrusion detection system can also send a physical chal-
lenge to change the system’s physical behaviour. This approach is also known as physical
attestation [122, 123, 115], where a control signal is used to alter the physical world, and in
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response, it expects to see the changes done in the physical world reflected in the sensorvalues. For example, we can send signals to change the network topology of the power gridto see if the sensors report this expected change [124], use a change in the field of visionof a camera to detect hacked surveillance cameras [125], or use a watermarking signal ina control algorithm [126]. The concept of active detection is related to research on moving
target defence applied to cyber-physical systems [127, 128, 129, 130]. However, both active de-tection and moving target defence might impose unnecessary perturbations in a system bytheir change of the physical world for security purposes. Therefore, these techniques mightbe too invasive and costly. Consequently, the practicality of some of these approaches isuncertain.
2.3 Mitigating Attacks

Most of the efforts for mitigating faults in CPSs have focused on safety and reliability (theprotection of the system against random and/or independent faults). Attack mitigation isan extension of safety and reliability protections for when the faults in the systems are notcreated at random by nature, but by an adversary.
Attack mitigation is related to the concept of resilient control systems, defined as thosethat maintain state awareness and an accepted level of operational normalcy in response todisturbances, including threats of an unexpected and malicious nature [131].
There are two main types of mitigating technologies: i) proactive and ii) reactive. Proactivemitigation considers design choices deployed in the CPS prior to any attack. On the otherhand, reactive responses only take effect once an attack has been detected, and they re-configure the system online in order to minimise the impact of the attack. We first describeproactive approaches.
Conservative Control: One of the first ideas for mitigating the impact of attacks was to op-erate the system with enough safety margins so that if an attack ever occurred, it would beharder for the attacker to reach an unsafe region. One intuitive idea for this type of controlalgorithm is to use Model Predictive Control (MPC) to design a control strategy that predictsthat an attack will happen starting at the next time step [37], and therefore plans an optimalcontrol action that will attempt to keep the system safe if the attack happens. Operating aCPS conservatively usually comes at the cost of suboptimal operation and extra costs whenthe system is not under attack.
Resilient Estimation: Resilient estimation algorithms attempt to obtain this state of a system,even if a subset of sensors is compromised [132, 133]. The basic idea is to use the knowl-edge of a CPS and the correlations of all sensor values. With enough redundancy in sensormeasurements, a resilient estimation algorithm can reject attempted attacks and still obtainan accurate state estimate. This idea is similar to error correcting codes in information the-ory, where a subset of the bits transmitted can be corrupted, but the error correcting codereconstructs the original message. The drawback, however, is that not all CPSs will have avariety of correlated sensors to check the consistency of others, so this approach dependson the properties of the system.
Sensor Fusion: Resilient estimation algorithms usually assume a variety of multi-modal sen-sors to achieve their security guarantees. This is also the idea behind sensor fusion, wheresensors of different types can help “confirm” the measurement of other sensors [134, 135,136]. A basic example of sensor fusion in automotive systems is to verify that both the Li-DAR readings and the camera measurements report consistent observations.
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Virtual Sensors: When we use physical-laws anomaly detection systems, we have, in effect,a model of the physical evolution of the system. Therefore, one way to mitigate attacks onthe sensors of a CPS is to use a physical model of the system to come up with the expectedsensor values that can then be provided to the control algorithm [30, 137, 117]. By removinga sensor value with its expected value obtained from the system model, we are effectivelycontrolling a system using open-loop control, which might work in the short-term, but may berisky as a long-term solution, as all physical models are not perfect, and the error between thereal-world and the model simulation can increase over time. Another important considerationwhen designing virtual sensors as an attack-response mechanism, is to evaluate the safetyof the system whenever the system is activated due to a false alarm [30].
Constraining Actuation: A similar principle of operating conservatively is to physically con-strain the actuators of a CPS so that if the attacker ever succeeds in gaining access to thesystem, it is restricted in how fast it can change the operation of the system. This approachcan guarantee, for example, the safety of vehicle platooning systems, even when the attackerhas complete control of one of the vehicles [138].
Inertial Resets: Another idea to mitigate attacks is to reset and diversify the system asfrequently as possible so that attackers are unable to gain persistent control of the sys-tem [139, 140]. The basic idea is that a full software reset of the system will make the systemboot again in a trusted state, eliminating the presence of an attacker. This requires the sys-tem to have a trusted computing base that can boot the system in a secure state where themalware is not loaded yet. However, turning off a system that is in operation is a potentiallydangerous action, and it is not clear if this proposal will be practical.
Reactive Control Compensation: When sensors or controllers are under attack, new actionsare generated in order to maintain the safety of the system. Inspired by the literature on fault-
tolerant control, one idea is to attempt to estimate the attack signal, and then generate acompensating action to eliminate it [141]. The problem with this approach is that it does notconsider strategic adversaries; however game-theoretic approaches can address that limita-tion. In game-theoretic models, an attacker compromises a set of control signals uak ∈ Rma

and the defender uses the remaining controllers udk ∈ Rmd to deploy a defence action. Thegame between the attacker and the defender can be simultaneous (zero-sum or minimaxgame) [142, 143, 144] or sequential (e.g., Stackelberg game) [145, 146, 147]. One of the chal-lenges with game theory is that, in order to model and prove results, the formulation needs tobe simplified, and in addition, models need to add a number of extra assumptions that mightnot hold in practice.
Safe Control Actions: Another reactive approach is to change or even prevent a potentiallymalicious control action from acting on the system. The idea of having a High AssuranceController (HAC) as a backup to a High Performance Controller (HPC) predates work on CPSsecurity, and was proposed as a safety mechanism to prevent complex and hard-to verifyHPCs from driving the system to unsafe states [148]. A more recent and security-orientedapproach is to use the concept of a reference monitor to check if the control action will resultin any unsafe behaviour before it is allowed to go into the field [39]. The proposed approachdepends on a controller of controllers (C2), which mediates all control signals sent by thecontroller to the physical system. In particular, there are three main properties that C2 at-tempts to hold: 1) safety (the approach must not introduce new unsafe behaviours, i.e., whenoperations are denied the ‘automated’ control over the plant, it should not lead the plant to anunsafe behaviour); 2) security (mediation guarantees should hold under all attacks allowedby the threat model); and 3) performance (control systems must meet real-time deadlines
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while imposing minimal overhead).
All the security proposals for preventing, detecting, and responding to attacks presented inthis section are generally applicable to CPSs. However, there are unique properties of eachCPS application that can make a difference in how these solutions are implemented. Further-more, some unique properties of a particular CPS domain can lead to new solutions (suchas the touch-to-access principle proposed for implantable medical devices [149]). In the nextsection we change focus from general and abstract CPS descriptions, to domain-specificproblems and solutions.
3 CPS DOMAINS

[150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 71]
Having presented general principles for securing CPSs, in this section we discuss domain-specific security problems for CPSs. In particular we focus on industrial control systems,electrical power grids, transportation systems, vehicles, robots, medical devices, and con-sumer IoT.
3.1 Industrial Control Systems

Industrial control systems represent a wide variety of networked information technology sys-tems connected to the physical world [157]. Depending on the application, these control sys-tems are also called Process Control Systems (PCSs) in the chemical industry, or DistributedControl Systems (DCSs) if the devices used for supervision and control are procured using amonolithic architecture.
Control systems are usually composed of a set of networked agents, consisting of sensors,actuators, control processing units such as Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs), RemoteTerminal Units (RTUs), and communication devices. For example, the oil and gas industryuses integrated control systems to manage refining operations at plant sites, remotely moni-tor the pressure and flow of gas pipelines, and control the flow and pathways of gas transmis-sion. Water utilities can remotely monitor well levels and control the wells’ pumps; monitorflows, tank levels, or pressure in storage tanks; monitor pH, turbidity, and chlorine residual;and control the addition of chemicals to the water.

Figure 5: Bottom Layers of Industrial Control Systems [4].
Control systems have a layered hierarchy [1], which can be used for network segmentationand to ensure access control. Figure 5 shows an illustration of the lower layers of this hier-archy.
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The top layers operate using mostly traditional Information Technology: computers, operat-ing systems, and related software. They control the business logistic system, which man-ages the basic plant production schedule, material use, shipping and inventory levels, andalso plant performance, and keep data historians for data-driven analytics (e.g., predictivemaintenance).
The supervisory control layer is where the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System(SCADA) systems and other servers communicate with remote control equipment like Pro-grammable Logic Controllers (PLCs) and Remote Terminal Units (RTUs). The communicationbetween servers in a control room and these control equipment is done via a SupervisoryControl Network (SCN).
Regulatory control is done at the lower layer, which involves instrumentation in the field, suchas sensors (thermometers, tachometers, etc.) and actuators (pumps, valves, etc.). While tra-ditionally this interface has been analogue (e.g., 4-20 milliamperes), the growing numbers ofsensors and actuators as well as their increased intelligence and capabilities, has given riseto new Field Communication Networks (FCNs) where the PLCs and other types of controllersinterface with remote Input/Output boxes or directly with sensors and actuators using newEthernet-based industrial protocols like ENIP and PROFINET, and wireless networks like Wire-lessHART. Several ring topologies have also been proposed to avoid a single point of failurefor these networks, such as the use of Device Level Ring (DLR) over ENIP.
SCN and FCN networks represent Operational Technology (OT) networks, and they have dif-ferent communication requirements and different industrial network protocols. While SCNcan tolerate delays of up to the order of seconds, FCN typically require an order of magnitudeof lower communication delays, typically enabling communications between devices with aperiod of 400 us.
Intrusion detection is a popular research topic for protecting control systems, and this in-cludes using network security monitors adapted to industrial protocols [107, 109, 158, 110,111, 159, 112], and physics-based anomaly detection [30, 114, 116, 160, 113, 161]. The layerwhere we monitor the physics of the system can have a significant impact on the types ofattacks that can be detected [162].
In particular the adversary can compromise and launch attacks from (1) SCADA servers [163],(2) controllers/PLCs [164], (3) sensors [29], and (4) actuators [165], and each of these attackscan be observable at different layers of the system.
Most of the work on network security monitoring for industrial control systems has deployednetwork intrusion detection systems at the SCN. However, if an anomaly detection systemis only deployed in the supervisory control network then a compromised PLC can send ma-nipulated data to the field network, while pretending to report that everything is normal backto the supervisory control network. In the Stuxnet attack, the attacker compromised a PLC(Siemens 315) and sent a manipulated control signal ua (which was different from the orig-inal u, i.e., ua 6= u). Upon reception of ua, the frequency converters periodically increasedand decreased the rotor speeds well above and below their intended operation levels. Whilethe status of the frequency converters y was then relayed back to the PLC, the compromisedPLC reported a manipulated value ya 6= y to the control centre (claiming that devices wereoperating normally). A similar attack was performed against the Siemens 417 controller [164],where attackers captured 21 seconds of valid sensor variables at the PLC, and then replayedthem continuously for the duration of the attack, ensuring that the data sent through the SCNto the SCADA monitors would appear normal [164]. A systematic study of the detectability of
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various ICS attacks (controller, sensor, or actuator attacks) was given by Giraldo et al. [162],and the final recommendation is to deploy system monitors at the field network, as well asat the supervisory network, and across different loops of the control system.
In addition to attack detection, preventing the system from reaching unsafe states is alsoan active area of research [39, 166, 167, 168, 169]. The basic idea is to identify that a con-trol action can cause a problem in the system, and therefore a reference monitor will pre-vent this control signal from reaching the physical system. Other research areas includethe retrofitting of security in legacy systems [170, 87], and malware in industrial control de-vices [171, 172]. A concise survey of research in ICS security was given by Krotofil and Goll-mann [173], and reviews of state-of-the-art practices in the field of ICS security include thework of Knowles et al. and Cherdantseva et al. [174, 78].
A problem for studying industrial control systems is the diversity of platforms, including thediversity of devices (different manufacturers with different technologies) and applications(water, chemical systems, oil and gas, etc.). Therefore one of the big challenges in this spaceis the reproducibility of results and the generality of industrial control testbeds [175].
3.2 Electric Power Grids

At the turn of the century, the US National Academy of Engineering selected the top 20 engi-neering achievements of the twentieth century (the achievements that most improved peo-ple’s quality of life) and at the top of this list, was the power grid [176]. In the approximately140 years since their inception, electric grids have extended transmission lines to 5 billionpeople around the world, bringing light, refrigeration, and many other basic services to peo-ple across the globe.
The power grid has three major parts: (1) generation, (2) transmission, and (3) distribution.Electric power is generated wherever it is convenient and economical, and then it is transmit-ted at high voltages (100kV-500kV) in order to minimise energy losses—electrical power isequal to voltage times electrical current (P = V I), (and given a constant power, high voltagelines have less electrical current), and therefore there is less energy lost as heat as the cur-rent moves through the transmission lines. Geographically, a distribution system is locatedin a smaller region thereby energy losses are less of a concern while safety (preventing ac-cidents, fires, electrocutions, etc.) is more important, therefore they are operated at lowervoltages.
The transmission system is an interconnected, redundant network that spans large regions(usually one country). Large generation plants and the transmission network (the first twoparts of the power grid) are usually referred to as the Bulk Power System, and this bulk powersystem is responsible for the reliable delivery of electricity to large areas. A disruption inthe bulk power grid can cause a country-level blackout that would require several days of ablackstart period to restart the system. In contrast, distribution systems (the third part ofthe grid) are much smaller, their networks are radial (non-redundant), and a failure in theirsystem usually only causes a localised outage (e.g., a blackout in a neighborhood). This isthe reason most government and industry efforts have prioritised the creation of standardsfor security in the bulk power system [152].
One of the most popular lines of work related to the security of power systems is the study offalse data injection attacks in order to cause the algorithms in the power grid to misbehave.The most popular of this type of attacks are the false data injection attacks against state esti-mation. In the power grid, operators need to estimate the phase angles xk from the measured
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power flow yk in the transmission grid. As mentioned in the section about CPS safety, baddata detection algorithms were meant to detect random sensor faults, not strategic attacks,and as Liu et al. [29, 177] showed, it is possible for an attacker to create false sensor signalsthat will not raise an alarm (experimental validation in software used by the energy sector waslater confirmed [178]). There has been a significant amount of follow up research focusingon false data injection for state estimation in the power grid, including the work of Dán andSandberg[179], who study the problem of identifying the best k sensors to protect in order tominimise the impact of attacks, and Kosut et al. [180], who consider attackers trying to min-imise the error introduced in the estimate, and defenders with a new detection algorithm thatattempts to detect false data injection attacks. Further work includes [124, 81, 181, 182, 183].
3.2.1 Smart Grids

While the current power grid architecture has served well for many years, there is a grow-ing need to modernise the world’s electric grids to address new requirements and to takeadvantage of the new technologies. This modernisation includes the integration of renew-able sources of energy, the deployment of smart meters, the exchange of electricity betweenconsumers and the grid, etc. Figure 6 illustrates some of these concepts. The rationale formodernising the power grid includes the following reasons:
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Figure 6: Modernization of the power grid [184].
Efficiency: One of the main drivers of the smart grid programs is the need to make moreefficient use of the current assets. The peak demand for electricity is growing every yearand so utility companies need to spend more money each year in new power plants and theirassociated infrastructures. However, the peak demand is only needed 16% of the time and sothe equipment required to satisfy this peak demand will remain idle for the rest of the time.
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One of the goals for the smart grid is to change the grid from load following to load shapingby giving incentives to consumers for reducing electricity consumption at the times of peakdemand. Reducing peak demand – in addition to increasing the grid stability – can enableutilities to postpone or avoid the construction of new power stations. The control or incentiveactions used to shape the load is usually called Demand Response.
Efficiency also deals with the integration of the new and renewable generation sources, suchas wind and solar power with the aim of reducing the carbon footprint.
Reliability: The second main objective of modernising the power grid is reliability, especially atthe distribution layer (the transmission layer is more reliable). By deploying new sensors andactuators throughout the power grid, operators can receive real-time, fine-grained data aboutthe status of the power grid, that enables better situational awareness, faster detection offaults (or attacks), and better control of the system, resulting in fewer outages. For example,the deployment of smart meters is allowing distribution utilities to automatically identify thelocation and source of an outage.
Consumer choice: The third objective is to address the lack of transparency the current powergrid provides to consumers. Currently, most consumers receive only monthly updates abouttheir energy usage. In general, consumers do not know their electricity consumption andprices that they are paying at different times of the day. They are also not informed aboutother important aspect of their consumption such as the proportion of electricity that wasgenerated through renewable resources. Such information can be used to shape the usagepattern (i.e., the load). One of the goals of the smart grid is to offer consumers real-time dataand analytics about their energy use. Smart appliances and energy management systems willautomate homes and businesses according to consumer preferences, such as cost savingsor by making sure more renewable energy is consumed.
To achieve these objectives, the major initiatives associated with the smart grid are the ad-vanced metering infrastructure, demand response, transmission and distribution automation,distributed energy resources, and the integration of electric vehicles.
While modernising the power grid will bring many advantages, it can also create new threatvectors. For example, by increasing the amount of collected consumer information, newforms of attack will become possible [185]. Smart grid technologies can be used to infer thelocation and behaviour of users including if they are at home, the amount of energy that theyconsume, and the type of devices they own [186, 187]).
In addition to new privacy threats, another potential new attack has been referred to as load-
altering attack. Load-altering attacks have been previously studied in demand-response sys-tems [188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193]. Demand-response programs provide a new mechanism forcontrolling the demand of electricity to improve power grid stability and energy efficiency. Intheir basic form, demand-response programs provide incentives (e.g., via dynamic pricing)for consumers to reduce electricity consumption during peak hours. Currently, these pro-grams are mostly used by large commercial consumers and government agencies manag-ing large campuses and buildings, and their operation is based on informal incentive signalsvia phone calls by the utility or by the demand-response provider (e.g., a company such asEnel X) asking the consumer to lower their energy consumption during the peak times. Asthese programs become more widespread (targeting residential consumers) and automated(giving utilities or demand-response companies the ability to directly control the load of theircustomers remotely) the attack surface for load-altering attacks will increase. The attacksproposed consider that the adversary has gained access to the company controlling remote
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loads and can change a large amount of the load to affect the power system and cause eitherinefficiencies to the system, economic profits for the attacker, or potentially cause enoughload changes to change the frequency of the power grid and cause large-scale blackouts.Demand-response systems can be generalised by transactive energy markets, where pro-
sumers (consumers with energy generation and storage capabilities) can trade energy witheach other, bringing their own privacy and security challenges [194].
More recently Soltan et al. [195] studied the same type of load-altering attacks but when theattacker creates a large-scale botnet with hundreds of thousands of high-energy IoT devices(such as water heaters and air conditioners). With such a big botnet the attacker can cause(i) frequency instabilities, (ii) line failures, and (iii) increased operating costs. A followup workby Huang et al. [196] showed that creating a system blackout—which would require a blackstart period of several days to restart the grid—or even a blackout of a large percentage of thebulk power grid can be very difficult in part because the power grid has several protectionsto load changes, including under-frequency load shedding.
3.3 Transportation Systems and Autonomous Vehicles

Modern vehicular applications leverage ubiquitous sensing and actuation capabilities to im-prove transportation operations [197] thanks to technologies such as smart phones [198], par-ticipatory sensing [199], and wireless communication networks [200]. Modern functionalitiesinclude Traffic flow control with ramp metering at freeway on-ramps and signal timing plansat signalised intersections to reduce congestion; Demand management which focuses on re-ducing the excess traffic during peak hours; Incidentmanagement which targets resources toalleviate incident hot spots; and Traveler information which is used to reduce traveler buffertime, i.e., the extra time the travelers must account for, when planning trips.
While this large-scale collection of sensor data can enable various societal advantages, italso raises significant privacy concerns. To address these emerging privacy concerns fromsensor data, many techniques have been proposed, including differential privacy [201].
Although privacy is an important concern for these systems, it is unfortunately not the onlyone. Widespread vulnerabilities such as those from traffic sensors [202, 65, 203] can bereadily exploited [204, 205, 206, 207]. For example, Wang et al. [206] showed that attackerscan inject false data in crowdsourced services to cause false traffic congestion alarms andfake accidents, triggering the services to automatically reroute traffic.
Similar problems can be found on commercial flights. Not only are airplanes being mod-ernised while introducing potentially new attack vectors by attempting to attack avionic sys-tems through the entertainment network [208] but air traffic systems might also be vulner-able to attacks. A new technology complementing (or potentially replacing) radar systemsis the Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) system. ADS-B consists of air-planes sharing their GPS coordinates with each other and with air traffic control systems, butthese systems are currently unauthenticated and unencrypted, posing security and privacyproblems [209].
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3.3.1 Ground, Air, and Sea Vehicles

Software problems in the sensors of vehicles can cause notorious failures, as the Ariane 5rocket accident [210], which was caused by software in the inertial navigation system shutdown causing incorrect signals to be sent to the engines. With advances in manufacturingand modern sensors, we are starting to see the proliferation of Unmanned Vehicles (UVs) inthe consumer market as well as across other industries. Devices that were only available togovernment agencies have diversified their applications ranging from agricultural manage-ment to aerial mapping and freight transportation [211]. Out of all the UVs available in thecommercial market (aerial, ground and sea vehicles) unmanned aerial vehicles seem to bethe most popular kind with a projected 11.2 billion dollar global market by 2020 [212].
The expansion of unmanned aerial vehicles has increased security and privacy concerns. Ingeneral, there is a lack of security standards for drones and it has been shown that they arevulnerable to attacks that target either the cyber and/or physical elements [154, 213]. Fromthe point of view of privacy, drones can let users spy on neighbours [214, 215], and enableliteral helicopter parenting [216].
Attacks remotely accessing someone else’s drone (e.g., a neighbour) to take photos or videos,stealing drones wirelessly (e.g., an attacker in a vehicle can take over a drone and ask it tofollow the vehicle), and taking down a drone operated by someone else (which can lead tocharges like mishandling a drone in public, which in turn has resulted in reckless endanger-ment convictions) [35].
UVs have multiple sensors that aid them to assess their physical environments such as ac-celerometers, gyroscopes, barometers, GPS and cameras. While reliance on sensor datawithout any form of validation has proven to be an effective trade-off in order to maintainthe efficiency demands of real-time systems, it is not a sustainable practice as UVs becomemore pervasive. Transduction attacks on sensors have shown that accelerometers, gyro-scopes, and even cameras used by drones for stabilisation can be easily attacked, causingthe drone to malfunction, crash, or even be taken over by the attacker [47, 99, 217].
Even on many operational warships, remote monitoring of equipment is now done with ahardwired LAN by systems such as the Integrated Condition Assessment System (ICAS) [218].ICAS are generally installed with connections to external Programmable Logic Controllers(PLCs), which are used in Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System (SCADA) systemsto direct the movement of control equipment that performs actual manipulation of physicaldevices in the ship such as propulsion and steering (rudder) devices [218, 219]. Therefore,the secure operation of ships is highly related to the security of industrial control systems.
For ground vehicles, one of the areas of interest is the security of the Controller Area Network(CAN). The CAN system is a serial broadcast bus designed by Bosch in 1983 to enable thecommunication of Electronic Control Units (ECUs) in cars. Examples of ECUs include brakesystems, the central timing module, telematic control units, gear control, and engine control.The CAN protocol, however, does not have any security mechanism, and therefore an attackerwho can enter the CAN bus in a vehicle (e.g., through a local or remote exploit) can spoof anyECU to ignore the input from drivers, and disable the brakes or stop the engine [220]. There-fore, research has considered ways to retrofit lightweight security mechanisms for CAN sys-tems [221], or how to detect spoofed CAN messages based on the physical-layer characteris-tics of the signal [222] (voltage level profiles, timing, frequency of messages, etc.). However,the security of some of these systems remains in question [223].
Autonomous vehicles will also face new threats, for example, a malicious vehicle in an auto-
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mated platoon can cause the platoon to behave erratically, potentially causing accidents [224].Finally, new functionalities like a remote kill-switch can be abused by attackers, for example,an attacker remotely deactivated hundreds of vehicles in Austin, Texas, leaving their ownerswithout transportation [225].
3.4 Robotics and Advanced Manufacturing

Security in manufacturing has been for many years a part of critical infrastructure security but,as the manufacturing process became more sophisticated, the threats have increased. Wellset al. [155] give a high-level view about the concerns of this industry. They also mention thatquality control techniques traditionally used in the manufacturing industry can be leveragedto detect attacks.
Attacks can target the structural integrity (scale, indent, or vertex) or material integrity (strength,roughness, or color) of the manufactured products [226]. Physical tests, for example, non-destructive tests such as visual inspection, weight measure, dimension measure, 3D laserscanning, interferometry, X-ray, CT, and destructive mechanical tests like employing the ten-sile and yield properties of the material can help us in detecting attacks.
Robotic systems in automated assembly lines can also be used to create damaged parts orcause safety problems [227]. Safety accidents with robots date back to 1979, when a workerat Ford motor company was killed by a robot. As pointed out by P.W. Singer, the Ford workermight have been the first, but he would be far from the last, as robots have killed various otherpeople [228]. Beyond manufacturing, robotic weapons also pose significant challenges. Forexample, in 2007 a software glitch in an antiaircraft system sporting two cannons beganfiring hundreds of high-explosive rounds, and by the time they were emptied, nine soldierswere dead, and fourteen seriously injured [228]. We will discuss later in this document hownew advances in CPSs may change the way nations wage future wars.
3.5 Medical Devices

Due to their safety and privacy risks, embedded medical devices are another CPS domainthat has received significant attention in the literature.
While not an attack, the software error of the Therac-25 is one of the most well-known classi-cal examples of how software problems can harm and even kill people. The Therac-25 wasa computer-controlled radiation therapy machine that gave massive radiation overdoses topatients resulting in deaths and injuries [229]. Our concern here is if these problems are notaccidental but malicious?
Modern Implantable Medical Devices (IMDs) include pacemakers, defibrillators, neurostimu-lators, and drug delivery systems. These devices can usually be queried and reprogrammedby a doctor, but this also opens these devices up to security and privacy threats, in particularwhen an attacker can impersonate the device used by the doctor to modify the settings ofIMDs.
Rushanan et al. [156] and Camara et al. [230] describe the types of adversaries that medi-cal devices will be subject to, including the ability to eavesdrop all communication channels(passive) or read, modify and inject data (active). In order to mitigate possible attacks in thetelemetry interface, they propose authentication (e.g., biometric, distance bounding, out ofband channels, etc.), and the use of an external wearable device that allows or denies access
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to the medical device depending on whether this extra wearable device is present. In addi-tion to prevention, they also discuss attack detection by observing patterns to distinguishbetween safe and unsafe behaviour.
In particular, a novel proposal to study proper authentication of the programmer with the IMDis the touch-to-access principle [149, 231]. The basic idea is that the patient has a biometricsignal (such as the time between heart beats) that should only be available to other devicesin direct contact with the patient. This “secret” information is then used by the programmerand the IMD as a fuzzy password to bootstrap their security association.
A key challenge is to make sure that the biometric signal being used to give access via touch-
to-access, is not remotely observable. However, heart beats can be inferred with side infor-mation including a webcam [232], and an infrared laser [233].
Security goes beyond implantable devices. As healthcare computer and software infrastruc-ture introduces new technology, the industry will need to increase its security efforts. Medicaldata is a prime target for theft and privacy violations, and denial of service attacks in the formof ransomware [234].
3.6 The Internet of Things

Consumer Internet of Things (IoT) devices are found everywhere: in our houses as voice-assistant devices, home automation smart devices, smart appliances, and surveillance sys-tems; in healthcare as wearable technology including fitness devices and health-monitoringdevices; in education including Internet-connected educational children toys; and for enter-tainment including remote controlled Wi-Fi devices.
As our lives become more dependent on these systems, their security has become an impor-tant, growing concern. The security of these devices depends on the integrity of the softwareand firmware they execute and the security mechanisms they implement.
New attack vectors make IoT devices attractive to criminals, like bad actors using vulnerableIoT devices to orchestrate massive Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks (the Miraibotnet) [235, 236], attackers who compromised a fish tank to penetrate the internal networkof a casino [237], or attackers demanding ransomware from a hotel so they could let theirguests enter their rooms [58].
A large number of the IoT devices included in large IoT botnets [235, 236] include Internet-connected cameras. Internet-connected cameras have given rise to multiple reports of unau-thorised access by attackers [238], and video feeds of multiple cameras are openly availableonline and discoverable through IoT web indexing platforms like Shodan [239], potentiallycompromising the privacy of consumers who do not check the default configuration mech-anisms. The threats to IoT go beyond privacy fears and DDoS attacks. Vulnerabilities inconsumer IoT products including drones, IoT cameras, smart toys for children, and intimatedevices can lead not only to privacy invasions but also to physical damages (drones beingused to harm people), abuse, and harassment [240]. Understanding the consequences ofthese new type of physical and mental abuses will require the involvement of more socialscientists and legal scholars to help us define a framework on how to reason about them.
An area that has attracted significant attention from the research community is the securityof voice-activated digital assistants. For example, researchers leveraged microphone non-linearities to inject inaudible voice commands to digital assistants [49]. Other recent workincludes the use of new attacks like “voice squatting” or “voice masquerading” to take over
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voice-controlled applications [241]. For example the consumer might want to open the appli-cation “Capital One”, but an attacker can make an application available called “Capital Won”and the voice-controlled personal assistant might open the second functionality. In the “voicemasquerading” attack, an attacker application might remain in control of the system and pre-tend to be following the consumer’s commands to open other functionalities, while in realityit is impersonating the desired functionalities.
Several of the security solutions for consumer IoT have proposed the idea of having a cen-tralised IoT secure hub that mediates the communications between IoT devices in a home,and the Internet [242]. One of the problems of relying on an external device to mediate IoTcommunications is that the connections between IoT device and the cloud servers may beencrypted, and therefore this hub will need to make security decisions with encrypted traf-fic [243]. On the other hand, end-to-end encrypted communications can also prevent con-sumers from auditing their IoT devices to make sure they are not violating their privacy ex-pectations. One option to address this problem is to ask the vendor of the IoT device todisclose their key (and rotate their key) to a trusted third party (called “auditor”) that candecrypt and show the results to the owners of the data [244].
In short, the proliferation of vulnerable IoT devices is raising new security and privacy con-cerns, while making IoT devices attractive to attackers. Insecurities in these devices rangefrom insecure-by-design implementations (e.g., devices that have backdoors for troubleshoot-ing) to their inability to apply software updates to patch vulnerable firmware. One of thebiggest problems for improving the security of IoT and CPSs is that market forces do notincentivise vendors to compete for better security. In the next section we will discuss thecauses of this lack of security and some potential solutions.
4 POLICY AND POLITICAL ASPECTS OF CPS SECURITY

[245, 228, 246]
In this final section of the paper we summarise some of the industry- and government-led ef-forts to try to improve the security of CPSs, and how to leverage the new field of CPS securityfor attacks and wars.
4.1 Incentives and Regulation

Most industries in the CPS domain have rarely seen attacks sabotaging their physical pro-cess, in part because CPS attacks are hard to monetise by criminals. In addition to beingrare, attacks on CPSs are not openly reported, and this lack of actuarial data leads to lowquality risk estimates; as the US Department of Energy (DoE) stated in their Energy DeliverySystems Cyber Security Roadmap [247]: “Making a strong business case for cyber securityinvestments is complicated by the difficulty of quantifying risk in an environment of (1) rapidlychanging, (2) unpredictable threats, (3) with consequences that are hard to demonstrate.”
In summary, market incentives alone are insufficient to improve the security posture of CPSs,and as a result, our CPS infrastructures remain fairly vulnerable to computer attacks andwith security practices that are decades behind the current security best practices used inenterprise IT domains. This market failure for improving the security of CPSs has resulted inseveral calls for government intervention [248, 249, 250].
Regulation: Mandating cyber security standards that the CPS industries have to follow is a
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possible government intervention, and there is some precedent for this idea. Before 2003,the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) merely suggested standards tothe power systems operators in the US but after the August 2003 blackout, regulations thatwere once optional are now mandatory [151]. However, CPS industries have pushed backagainst regulation, arguing that regulations (e.g., mandating compliance to specific securitystandards) will stifle innovation, and that more regulation tends to create a culture of compli-
ance instead of a culture of security.
Some states in the US are starting to take regulation into their hands; for example, the recentlyproposed California Senate Bill SB-327 will make California the first state in the US with anIoT cyber security law—starting in 2020, any manufacturer of a device that connects “directlyor indirectly” to the Internet must equip it with “reasonable” security features, designed toprevent unauthorised access, modification, or information disclosure.
The European Union Agency for cyber security proposed the EU Network and InformationSecurity directive [251] as the first piece of EU-wide cyber security legislation, where operatorsof essential services such as those outlined in this KA have to comply with these new setsof standards.
Another alternative to imposing regulation broadly, is to use the governments’ “power of thepurse” by mandating cyber security standards only to companies that want to do businesswith the government. The goal would be that once the best security practices are developedto meet the standards for working with the government, then they will spread to other marketsand products. This approach is a reasonable balance between incentives and regulation.Only CPS and IoT vendors working with the Federal government will have to follow specificsecurity standards, but once they are implemented, the same security standards will benefitother markets where they reuse the technologies.
One of the notable exceptions to the lack of regulation is the nuclear energy industry. Becauseof the highly safety-critical nature of this industry, nuclear energy is highly regulated in general,and in cyber security standards in particular, with processes such as the Office for NuclearRegulation (ONR) Security Assessment Principles in the UK [252].
Incentives: A complementary way to nudge companies to improve their cyber security pos-ture is for governments to nurture a cyber-insurance market for CPS protection. So, insteadof asking companies to follow specific standards, governments would demand firms to havecyber-insurance for their operations [253, 254, 255, 256]. There is a popular view that un-der certain conditions, the insurance industry can incentivise investments in protection [257].The idea is that premiums charged by the insurance companies would reflect the cyber se-curity posture of CPS companies; if a company follows good cyber security practices, theinsurance premiums would be low, otherwise, the premiums would be very expensive (andthis would in principle incentivise the company to invest more in cyber security protections).It is not clear if this cyber-insurance market will grow organically, or if it would need to bemandated by the government.
It is unclear if government incentives to improve security in CPSs will require first a catas-trophic cyber-attack, but it appears that, in the future, the choice will no longer be betweengovernment regulation and no government regulation, but between smart government regu-
lation and stupid regulation [245].
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4.2 Cyber-Conflict
Computer networks enable an extension to the way we interact with others, and any conflictin the real-world, will have its representation in cyberspace; including (cyber-)crime, activism,bullying, espionage, and war [12].
Cybercriminals compromise computers anywhere they can find them (even in control sys-tems). These attacks may not be targeted (i.e., they do not have the intention of harmingcontrol systems), but may cause negative side effects: control systems infected with mal-ware may operate inappropriately. The most famous non-targeted attack on control systemsoccurred in 2003, when the Slammer worm affected the computerised safety monitoring sys-tem at the Davis-Besse nuclear power plant in the US. While the plant was not connected tothe Internet, the worm entered the plant network via a contractor’s infected computer con-nected by telephone directly to the plant’s network, thereby bypassing the firewall [51]. Amore recent example of a non-targeted attack occurred in 2006, when a computer systemthat managed the water treatment operations of a water filtering plant near Harrisburgh Pen-sylvania, was compromised and used to send spam and redistribute illegal software [52].More recently, ransomware has also been used to attack CPSs, like the attack on the Aus-trian hotel [58], where guests were unable to get their room keys activated until the hotelpaid the ransom.
Disgruntled employees are a major source of targeted computer attacks against control sys-tems [258, 57, 60]. These attacks are important from a security point of view because theyare caused by insiders: individuals with authorised access to computers and networks usedby control systems. So, even if the systems had proper authentication and authorisation,as well as little information publicly available about them, attacks by insiders would still bepossible. Because disgruntled employees generally act alone, the potential consequencesof their attacks may not be as damaging as the potential harm caused by larger organisedgroups such as terrorists and nation states.
Terrorists, and activists are another potential threat to control systems. While there is noconcrete evidence that terrorists or activists have targeted control systems via cyber-attacks,there is a growing threat of such an attack in the future.
Nation states are establishing military units with computer security expertise for any futureconflicts. For example, the US established Cyber Command [259] to conduct full spectrum
operations (offensive capabilities) in 2009, and several other countries also announced simi-lar efforts around the same time. The role of computer networks in warfare has been a topicof academic discussion since 1998 [260], and CPSs are playing a foundational difference onhow wars are waged, from robotic units and unmanned vehicles supporting soldiers in thefield, to discussions of cyberwar [261].
In addition to land, air, sea and space, cyberspace is now considered by many nations as anadditional theatre of conflict. International treaties have developed public international lawconcerning two main principles in the law of war (1) jus ad bellum the right to wage a war, and(2) jus in bellum acceptable wartime conduct. Two sources have considered how the law ofwar applies to cyberspace [246]: (1) The Tallinn Manual, and (2) the Koh Speech.
The Tallinn manual is a non-binding study by NATO’s cooperative cyber-defence center of ex-cellence, on how the law of war applies to cyber conflicts, and the Koh Speech was a speechgiven by Harold Koh, a US State Department legal advisor, which explained how the US inter-prets international law applied to cyberspace. Both of these sources agree that a key reasonto authorise the use of force (jus ad bellum) as a response to a cyber operation, is when the
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physical effects of a cyber-attack are comparable to kinetic effects of other armed conflicts,for example, when a computer attack triggers a nuclear plant meltdown, opens a dam up-river, or disables air-traffic control. The argument is that the effects of any of these attacksare similar to what a missile strike from an enemy would look like. In contrast, when there isno physical harm, the problem of determining when a cyber-attack can be considered a use of
force by the enemy is unresolved, so cyber-attacks to the financial, or election infrastructureof a nation may not clear the bar to be considered an act of war.
Once nations are engaged in war, the question is how to leverage computer attacks in a waythat is consistent with acceptable wartime conduct (jus in bellum). The conventional normis that attacks must distinguish between military and non-military objectives. Military objec-tives can include war-fighting, war-supporting, and war-sustaining efforts. The problem inattacking critical infrastructures is that some of the infrastructures supporting these effortsare in dual-use by the military as well as by the civilian population. For example, a large per-centage of military communications in the US use civilian networks at some stage, and thepower grid supports military as well as civilian infrastructures.
Another factor to consider in designing CPS attacks is that the “law of war” in general pro-hibits uncontrollable or unpredictable attacks, in particular those that deny the civilian popu-lation of indispensable objects, such as food or water. While physical weapons have a limitedgeographical area of impact, cyberweapons can have more uncontrollable side-effects; forexample, worms can replicate and escape their intended target network and infect civilian in-frastructures. Therefore, nations will have to extensively test any cyberweapon to minimiseunpredictable consequences.
In short, any future conflict in the physical world will have enabling technologies in the cyber-world, and computer attacks may be expected to play an integral part in future conflicts.There is a large grey area regarding what types of computer attacks can be considered anact of force, and a future challenge will be to design cyber-attacks that only target militaryobjectives and minimise civilian side effects. At the same time, attack attribution in cyber-space will be harder, and nation-states might be able to get away with sabotage operationswithout facing consequences. It is a responsibility of the international community to designnew legal frameworks to cover cyber-conflicts, and for nation states to outline new doctrinescovering how to conduct cyber-operations with physical side effects.
Finally, cyberwar is also related to the discussion in the last section about cyber-insurance.For example, after the NotPetya cyberattack in 2017 [262], several companies who had pur-chased cyber-insurance protections sought to get help from their insurance companies tocover part of their loses. However, some insurance companies denied the claims citing a war
exclusion which protects insurers from being saddled with costs related to damage from war.Since then insurers have been applying the war exemption to avoid claims related to digitalattacks 2. This type of collateral damage from cyber-attacks might be more common in thefuture, and presents a challenge for insurance industries in their quest to quantify the risk ofcorrelated large-scale events.

2https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/15/technology/cyberinsurance-notpetya-attack.html
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4.3 Industry Practices and Standards
We finalise the CPS Security KA by referencing various industry and government efforts forimproving the security of CPSs. There are several industrial and government-led efforts toimprove the security of control systems. One of the most important security standards in thisspace started with the International Society of Automation (ISA) standard ISA 99, which laterbecame a US standard with ANSI 62443 and finally an international cyber security standardfor control systems known as IEC 62443 [263].
The US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has guidelines for securitybest practices for general IT in Special Publication 800-53. US Federal agencies must meetNIST SP 800-53, but industry in general (and industry dealing with the US government inparticular) uses these recommendations as a basis for their security posture. To addressthe security of control systems in particular, NIST has also published a Guide to IndustrialControl System (ICS) Security [150], a guideline to smart grid security in NIST-IR 762 [264],and a guideline for IoT security and privacy [71]. Although these recommendations are notenforceable, they can provide guidance for analysing the security of most utility companies.A more recent effort is the NIST cyber security framework for protecting critical infrastructure,which was initiated by an Executive Order from then US President Obama [265], as an effortto improve the security posture of critical infrastructures.
Another notable industry-led effort for protecting critical infrastructures is the North Ameri-can Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) cyber security standards for control systems [152].NERC is authorised to enforce compliance to these standards, and it is expected that all elec-tric utilities operating the bulk power system in North America are fully compliant with thesestandards.
All of these standards are general and flexible. Instead of prescribing specific technology so-lutions, they give a high-level overview of the variety of security technologies available (e.g.,authentication, access control, network segmentation, etc.), and then give a set of generalprocedures for protecting systems, starting with (1) gathering data to identify the attack sur-face of a given system (this includes a basic network enumeration procedure that seeks toenumerate all devices and services available in the network of the asset owner), (2) build-ing a security policy based on the attack surface of the system, and (3) deploy the securitycountermeasures, including network segmentation, or network security monitoring.
In addition to these general security standards for control systems, the industries that de-velop and maintain specific industrial control protocols, such as those used for SCADA, e.g.,IEC 104, or those in the process industry, e.g., PROFINET, have also released standards anddocumentation for securing industrial networks. Recall that most of these industrial proto-cols were developed before security was a pressing concern for industrial control systems,therefore the communication links were not authenticated or encrypted. The new standardIEC 62351 is meant to guide asset owners on how to deploy a secure network to authenticateand encrypt network links, and other organisations have released similar support, such as,providing security extensions for PROFINET3. Instead (or in addition) to using these end-to-end application layer security recommendations, some operators might prefer to use lower-layer security protections of IP networks, including TLS and IPSec.
In the IoT domain, ETSI, the European Standards Organisation developed the first globally-applicable security standard for consumer IoT. ETSI TS 103 645 establishes a security base-line for Internet-connected consumer products and provide a basis for future IoT certification.

3https://www.profibus.com/download/pi-white-paper-security-extensions-for-profinet/
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This standard builds closely on the UK’s Code of Practice for Consumer IoT Security [266].Another more specific IoT standard by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) for IoT de-vices is the Manufacturer Usage Description (MUD) standard [267]. The goal of this standardis to automate the creation of network white lists, which are used by network administratorsto block any unauthorised connection by the device. Other IoT security standards being devel-oped by the IETF include protocols for communications security, access control, restrictingcommunications, and firmware and software updates [268].
All these industry efforts and standards have essentially three goals: (1) create awarenessof security issues in control systems, (2) help operators of control systems and security offi-cers design a security policy, and (3) recommend basic security mechanisms for prevention(authentication, access controls, etc), detection, and response to security breaches. For themost part industry efforts for protecting CPSs are based on the same technical principlesfrom general Information Technology systems. Therefore, industry best practices are be-hind general IT security best practices and the most recent CPS security research discussedin this KA. We hope that in the next decade CPS security research becomes mature enoughto start having an impact on industry practices.
CONCLUSIONS

As technology continues to integrate computing, networking, and control elements in newcyber-physical systems, we also need to train a new generation of engineers, computer sci-entists, and social scientists to be able to capture the multidisciplinary nature of CPS security,like transduction attacks. In addition, as the technologies behind CPS security mature, someof them will become industry-accepted best practices while others might be forgotten. In2018, one of the areas with greatest momentum is the industry for network security mon-itoring (intrusion detection) in cyber-physical networks. Several start-up companies in theUS, Europe, and Israel offer services for profiling and characterising industrial networks, tohelp operators better understand what is allowed and what should be blocked. On the otherhand, there are other CPS security research areas that are just starting to be analysed, like thework on attack mitigation, and in particular, the response to alerts from intrusion detectionsystems.
We are only at the starting point for CPS security research, and the decades to come will bringnew challenges as we continue to integrate physical things with computing capabilities.
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ACRONYMS
ADS-B Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast.
BLE Bluetooth Low Energy.
CAN Controller Area Network.
CPS Cyber-Physical System.
DCS Distributed Control System.
DDoS Distributed Denial of Service.
DICE Device Identifier Composition Engine.
DLR Device Level Ring.
DoE Department of Energy.
ECU Electronic Control Unit.
ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute.
FCN Field Communication Network.
FDIR Fault Detection, Isolation, and Reconfiguration.
GPS Global Positioning System.
HAC High Assurance Controller.
HACMS High Assurance Cyber Military Systems.
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HPC High Performance Controller.
ICAS Integrated Condition Assessment System.
ICS Industrial Control System.
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force.
IMD Implantable Medical Device.
IoT Internet of Things.
ISA International Society of Automation.
LAN Local Area Network.
MPC Model Predictive Control.
MUD Manufacturer Usage Description.
NERC North American Electric Reliability Corporation.
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology.
NSF National Science Foundation.
ONR Office for Nuclear Regulation.
OS Operating System.
OT Operational Technology.
PCS Process Control System.
PLC Programmable Logic Controller.
RAM Random Access Memory.
RF Radio Frequency.
RPL Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks.
RTOS Real-Time Operating System.
RTU Remote Terminal Unit.
SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System.
SCN Supervisory Control Network.
SGX Software Guard Extensions.
SIS Safety Instrumented System.
TCG Trusted Computing Group.
TCP Transmission Control Protocol.
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TLS Transport Layer Security.
TPM Trusted Platform Module.
UFLS Under Frequency Load Shedding.
UV Unmanned Vehicle.
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